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Do you have what it takes?

We will be hosting a putting competition on the 4th of January at 15:30 for 16:00 on the putting green. To book

please add you name to the list on the noticeboard. R50 entry fee (Callaway prizes up for grabs).

 

Stock up at the Pro Shop

Save big this summer!Save big this summer!

Buy any adidas branded items and save 10%

Titleist Pro V1/1x for R600 per dozen

Callaway bulk packs - R400 for 5 sleeve

 

Weekend madness salesWeekend madness sales 

5 January 2019

Buy any 2 Callaway caps for only R 499

Callaway cap and Callaway Dawn patrol glove for R 450

10 January

Buy a logo cap and bag tag for only R 450

 

New arrivals

2019 Callaway caps
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Callaway Ladies 12 Halo golf shoes

 

G/Fore shoes

 

G/Fore gloves ( Peter Millar range)

 

Reserve here >Reserve here >

 

Line it up!

Many amateurs have difficulty aligning their putter face properly to their intended line. Improper face alignment

guarantees they will need to manipulate the putter face to get the ball traveling on the proper line. To correct this

problem, pay close attention to the telecast of tour events. You will notice many of the players draw a straight line

on their golf ball. The visual guidance provided by the thin line helps them aim their putter along their intended

target. If you struggle with the direction of your putts try doing the same thing; once you remove alignment from

the equation you can focus on the speed you need to roll the ball into the hole and make more putts.
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You should keep your stats!

Do you keep statistics of your rounds? These numbers do not lie, and tell the story of your strengths and

weaknesses. Having factual evidence and knowing what parts of your game require the most improvement will

certainly lead to better practice sessions as well as quicker skill improvement. Share those stats with your swing

coach, so your coach can help you create a proper action plan for improvement.

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Annette Pillay and is provided as a service for the members and guests of Arabella Golf

Shop and the customers of the Arabella Golf Shop Pro Shop and has been supported and sponsored by advertisers in this mail and my

partner suppliers:

Cleveland | Srixon

https://www.clevelandgolf.com/
https://www.srixon.com/
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